ABSTRACT

The description of textual and stylistic features has so far been largely neglected in the empirical study of conversational speech. In this paper we want to make a couple of strong initial points towards the use of textual meaning and stylistic features in language engineering: First of all we want to show that there are other besides the traditional features in spontaneous speech that are worth studying and that might reveal good information: These are related to the interactive nature of the language and to the distribution of the most frequent (non-topical) words. Secondly we want to present two tasks that we have chosen as our benchmark and present detection results. Finally we want to motivate how this can be used in information access applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of textual meaning has often be confined to the discussion of thematic or topical meaning. [9, p.334] suggests that the textual grammar of English is composed of the components

structural thematic structure and information structure and focus

cohesive reference, ellipsis and substitution, conjunction and lexical cohesion

While this reflects the a very specific view however there are also a number of publications that argue that the way we talk about things is also interesting. I want to point out three larger strands of research here 1: The first type is concerned with the creation of a set of "genres" that following certain patterning rules like narratives [5, 11]:


Different genres are defined as belonging to different patterns, typically expressed in a regular expression syntax. This definition is problematic for a number of reasons: The definition of pattern rules seems to be arbitrary and annotating them reliably seems to be complicated. However marking genre boundaries often easier and better to define than to mark thematic segment boundaries which has to be done by tracking the cohesion of the text. A second type of research tries to identify to what extent grammatical and other choices vary along "register" or within a discourse typology [18, 7, 14]. This idea has been used in corpus based linguistic work [3, 4] and in information retrieval [19, 10] recently. [13] is using word categories derived from a semantic network to determine stylistic features in conversations and assumes that they are related to social distance. The third type of research [16, 12] describes local stylistic variation in the context of emphasizing. One could also subsume this feature as special markers for the peak of a story or for the display of empathy – in some sense this seems to be a special combination of the first and second type. Additionally work in sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic and ethnomethodology has been looking into the use of style in communication, which is not as relevant to this work as the abovementioned research.

Our own research is geared towards information access for spontaneous human to human interactions [20] and we want to combine the notion of topical, genre and stylistic information. While the notion of topical information has been popularized by internet search engines stylistic information is still rarely exploited [10]. Generic information is in some sense the pendant to information extraction in human to human interactions: We assume e.g. that we know that we have a conversation between close acquaintances. Knowing that close acquaintances often tell each other stories about their friends and relatives and what happened to them recently we may focus on extracting the information (a) who is being talked about (b) what was the story (c) how was the story judged by the participants.
A field even less covered in traditional information access is the style of the conversation. Some of these stylistic parameters are relatively easy to access and can be easily used by a human: A seminar talk e.g. is usually more or less a monologue, a telephone conversation typically has two participants, a meeting has many people taking turns etc. However it is not clear a priori how more fine grained distinctions can be made and whether there are stylistic features in human to human discourse that have not been studied in the largely text oriented research reviewed above.

This paper will explore the question of features for these stylistic differences. The question will be addressed by defining a stylistic discrimination task: Given a text tell me which style it has, where style is assumed to be correlated with the corpus used or properties of the speaker. The feature sets and data sets used will be introduced in section 2, whereas section 3 is reserved for the neural networks used and the experimental results. In section 4 we will present our conclusion and an outlook.

2. TASKS AND FEATURES

We decided to pick two prototypical situations in which we would assume that the style is different. The first task is a cross-corpus discrimination task in which we included four different spoken language corpora. The second task is a within-corpus discrimination task where we try to distinguish speakers with different features (gender). The idea is to train a classifier on those tasks and see which features are important for classification performance. However we may run into problems with both task definitions: We might be measuring correlation between the types and features that we would not call style otherwise. We will therefore carefully analyze suspicious feature groups in the experimental section and have indeed found unexpected correlations.

2.1. Task definition

The first task is to discriminate between four spontaneous speech corpora: CallHome English, CallHome Spanish, Broadcast News and Switchboard, which are all published by [1]. All corpora but Broadcast news are telephone conversations and all corpora but CallHome Spanish are in English. Unless we want a trivial 100% result we have to exclude a couple of potential features: We cannot rely directly on word identities (since we have multiple languages) and on features that would immediately uncover the fact that Broadcast-News contains music, a variety of speakers and speaking situations etc. The same argument could me made for the fact that CallHome speakers are relatives.

This radical approach is not necessary if we draw the stylistically different sources from one corpus. We have decided to use the Switchboard corpus and to distinguish between male and female speakers since we assume that unacquainted male and female speakers will show stereotypical gender specific discourse behaviors. In Switchboard the topic of the conversation is also given in advance by the system that connects “random” people. However, as can be seen from Tab. 1 the participants did not stick to their assigned topics and drifted off to private discussions which results in some of the best gender discriminating keywords.

husband watch children seen family she T uh-huh her usually Texas care wasn’t either Yes kids feel um haven’t fact Do We nice ago find

Table 1: Salient words for gender discrimination: Keywords for talking about family life are very salient for gender discrimination.

2.2. Feature definition

Originally we have only been looking at features that can be extracted either from the signal directly (pause information) or that require almost no processing. Features that would be relying on any kind of processing from the word level would not be suitable for the first task and were therefore omitted from our first set of experiments. As an initial preprocessing step we also calculated the “active segments” which are segments on each channel where one speaker is talking with pauses shorter than 0.3sec (except when the words surrounding that pause are very short themselves, e.g. individual backchannels or human noises).

In the within-corpus discrimination task we have been using a histogram of the most frequent 300 words as well. To see whether we can restrict ourselves to a smaller number of keywords a salience analysis was conducted by ranking the words according their contribution to a Naive Bayes classifier [8] (Tab. 1)

Additionally we have been using WordNet [6] to derive verb and noun classes. We used the 45 lexicographers classes (see Tab. 2) to describe a small set of distinctive classes and chose for each word / parts-of-speech pair the most frequent class occurred in. In a sense we are approximating the more developed classes as they are present in the MCCa toolkit and have been used for the description of social features of speakers [13].

We have implemented those grammatical features of [2] that could be easily derived automatically using a part-of-speech tagger, the regular expressions as defined in [2], a simple morphological analysis and various word classes [2, 14]. We have selected 46 of the original 67 features and interestingly a lot of those that account for high factor loads in [2] belong to that
noun classes
act animal artifact attribute body cognition communication event feeling food group location motive object person phenomenon plant possession process quantity relation shape state substance time

verb classes
body change cognition communication competition consumption contact creation emotion motion perception possession social stative weather

Table 2: Verb and noun classes in WordNet

category. All features were normalized for text-length such that these differences should not affect the classification problem.

3. EXPERIMENTS

The first set of experiments was carried out with a reduced set of features such that we could experiment with both the cross-corpus task as well as with the within-corpus task. All experiments were using a neural network using shortcut connections and 5 hidden units. The output function was softmax, the corresponding error function the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The error function was regularized using a momentum term and the training method used was RPROP [15]. Numeric features were represented using a histogram based bucketing. The first interesting result from Tab. 3 is that the cross-corpus task is extremely simple. If we actually look at the means and variances of these features it becomes immediately obvious that the discrimination should be trivial.

The results for the within-corpus task are a little harder to interpret. Using just the fact that a word was said on one channel versus the other (“only word” in Tab. 3) resulted in a good baseline of 66.3%. If we compare this to the results of the pause and length measurements most of them seem to do worse than that, with the exception of the active segment length and interestingly enough especially the word length. We first suspected that the speaking rate is different between male and female speakers but in our database [17] we have found no significant difference.

The next observation is that while the most salient words, from which a lot seem to be keying towards family affairs (Tab. 1), can give us a good performance. However we can see that (a) this does not explain all information in the unigram distribution and (b) if we edit out the obvious “family affair” words the performance goes down but is still very high. We may therefore conclude that the discrimination is done mostly by the non-topical words and that – as verified by further experiments – all of these words contribute to the classification.

We have had only limited success in using the grammatical features [2]. Interestingly the best result we obtained used only the parts of speech histogram, which has been entered in Tab. 3. All other features could not rival with any of the word level features which we will investigate further.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The current experiments indicate that stylistic features between different corpora vary so enormously that any detection technique using even the simplest features should work. Simple features such as word lengths and overlap between speakers carry a long way and also help in the within-corpus discrimination. It is however much more difficult to discriminate in one single corpus. Word level information from the most frequent words seems to be very useful but it is not clear what exactly makes the difference or whether it is just the combination of all these features. We have tested a number of simple and traditional explanations but they all fell short so far.

In our future work we want to try to find more reasons for these results and apply our results to a stylistic characterization of human to human conversations. We hope that this stylistic characterization, combined with topical as well as genre information will provide a rich textual representation of spontaneous conversations that can be applied to information access applications. The research in stylistic variation should also help to improve the detection of genre and/or topical segments since we may assume that stylistic features do not change too much or in specific ways during these segments.
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